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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
To address existing water quality impairments, VHB Pioneer (VHBP) has prepared a
Water Quality Remediation Plan (WQRP) for the Clay Brook and Rice Brook
watersheds in Warren, Vermont. Both of these streams are listed by Vermont
Department of Environmental Conservation (VT DEC) on the 2006 Section 303(d) as not
meeting Vermont Water Quality Standards (VWQS) due to aquatic life support, which
has been documented through macroinvertebrate surveys in the subject streams
conducted over many years. The designated cause of the impairment is principally
stormwater runoff. This WQRP is structured to meet the required elements for
Category 4(b) waters, as presented in the 2006 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) integrated listing guidance.
The specific elements of this WQRP are:
1. Quantification of historic stormwater pollutant impacts to Clay Brook and Rice
Brook
2. Identification and quantification of water quality improvements resulting from
the measures implemented since 2003 pursuant to existing permits and
authorizations
3. Determination of additional measures that may be warranted now and in the
future, to assure attainment of VWQS in these watersheds.
The analyses presented herein are based on sediment washoff loading, and utilize the
concept of an attainment watershed as the basis for the determination that standards
will be achieved. The loading analyses have demonstrated that overall watershed
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sediment washoff loads have been reduced by four (4) percent in the Clay Brook
watershed and 45 percent in the Rice Brook watershed, due to previously completed
improvements, with as much as an 80 percent reduction on the subwatershed scale.
Substantial reductions in both sediment washoff and peak runoff rates from existing
developed areas on parcels owned by Sugarbush have been achieved.
Beginning in 2003, Sugarbush Resort and its partners, including the Town of Warren
and the Mad River Valley Planning District (MRVPD), have implemented a series of
water quality improvement measures within these watersheds. These have included
small and large scale efforts to improve stormwater treatment practices, better
management of nonpoint source runoff, control peak runoff rates, restore steam
channels and riparian zones, and prevent and/or treat iron seeps.
Since the initiation of implementation measures, considerable improvement in aquatic
biota composition has occurred in both streams. Significant improvements have been
seen at several biomonitoring sites in Rice Brook, since 2004, following the initial
implementation of water quality restoration measures. At this time, Rice Brook, in
particular, has displayed a steady trend of improvement such that the most recent
monitoring results from 2007 indicate that much of the stream is no longer impaired for
Aquatic Life Support (ALS), which has been the basis for the 303(d) listing.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Clay Brook and Rice Brook are listed on the 2006 State of Vermont list of
impaired waters pursuant to Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act as not
meeting standards for Class B Vermont waters. Monitoring of aquatic biota
indicates that Aquatic Life Support (ALS), a designated use pursuant to Section
3‐04(A) of the Vermont Water Quality Standards (VWQS), has historically not
been attained in these waters. The impairment has generally been attributed to
stormwater runoff from earlier land development at Sugarbush, in Clay Brook
and Rice Brook watersheds as well as the disturbance of iron‐rich soils within
Clay Brook watershed.

The Water Quality Remediation Plan (WQRP) for the Clay Brook and Rice Brook
watersheds at Sugarbush Resort in the Town of Warren, Vermont has been
prepared based on consideration of these waters as “Category 4(b) waters”
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pursuant to the 2006 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) integrated
listing guidance. The Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation
(DEC) and VHB Pioneer (VHBP) have determined that this WQRP is an
appropriate planning tool for design of water quality improvement measures for
these waters, given that “available data and/or information indicate[s] that at
least one designated use is not being supported or is threatened, but a [Total
Maximum Daily Load] TMDL is not needed” (EPA 2006).

A WQRP is

appropriate for Clay Brook and Rice Brook, as category 4(b) waters because
“…other pollution control requirements (e.g., best management practices)
required by local, State or Federal authority are stringent enough to implement
applicable water quality standards within a reasonable period of time” (ibid., p.
54).

Specifically for these watersheds, operational phase stormwater

management controls implemented pursuant to 10 V.S.A. Section 1264, including
pollutant offsets, as well as non‐point source control measures implemented
within the Rice Brook watershed, pursuant to a 319 Grant.

1.2

Water Quality Remediation Plan Overview

The WQRP updates and expands on information that had previously been
collected and presented with respect to hydrologic, pollutant loading, and
biomonitoring assessments that have been ongoing at Sugarbush Resort over the
years. Past observations have indicated that water quality impacts within Clay
Brook and Rice Brook watersheds resulted from historic practices associated with
land conversion and development. These historic activities resulted in increased
sediment loading to the mainstems and their tributaries, and modified hydrology
within the contributing drainage areas. Subsequent recent improvements have
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resulted in reductions in these historic impacts. Therefore, specific elements of
WQRP preparation have involved:

•

Assessing modifications that have occurred to watershed hydrology over
time, including an assessment of prior and existing development, and
associated stormwater management systems

•

Determining a sediment load target

•

Identifying and ranking potential ongoing sources of sediment loading to
the streams

•

Re‐assessing the strategy to reduce calculated present and future sediment
loads

•

Continuing to implement the biomonitoring plan to evaluate further
progress towards achieving sediment load targets

•

Re‐assessing and revising the action plan and corresponding schedule for
implementation of necessary Best Management Practices (BMPs) and
other remediation measures

To address these aforementioned elements, the main objectives of the WQRP
have included the following specific tasks:

•

Delineate watersheds and subwatersheds for Clay Brook, Rice Brook, and
the attainment watershed (Chase Brook)

•

Revise previously prepared land cover and land use maps with existing
areas of development, including recently constructed stormwater
management systems

•

Conduct a washoff sediment load analysis for updated impervious
surfaces within each watershed
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Revise watershed hydrologic models for both streams, including pre‐
development, existing, and future land‐use conditions

•

Assimilate existing Phase 2 Stream Geomorphic Assessment (SGA) data
for Clay Brook and Rice Brook

•

Analyze the current geomorphic stream stability and identify areas of
geomorphic instability

•

Complete updated hydrologic analyses

1.2.1

Watershed Delineation

Field mapping has been conducted within Clay Brook, Rice Brook, and
Chase Brook watersheds to further verify watershed and subwatershed
boundaries, incorporating natural divides and constructed drainage
features, such as culverts, swales, and outfalls of stormwater management
systems. This information has been used to update a previously prepared
comprehensive watershed geographic information system (GIS) data
layer. All data have been incorporated into an ARC/INFO® format to
enhance the utility of the information and allow for additional data layers
to continue to be incorporated into GIS for further analysis.

Stormwater management systems and locations of stormwater discharge
points to receiving waters – both in pre‐interim and interim (existing)
conditions – have been determined based on

a review of existing

stormwater discharge permits (see Section 2.3) and field inspections to
confirm stormwater facility as‐built information.
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Wash‐off Sediment Load Analysis

Sediment washoff loads from impervious areas within the Clay Brook,
Rice Brook, and Chase Brook watersheds were calculated utilizing the
Simple Method to assess specific areas that may have been (or may be)
contributing to surface water impairment (see Section 4.2).

Sediment

loads have been determined for three scenarios, reflecting pre‐interim (i.e.,
2003), interim (existing), and post‐interim (future Lincoln Peak Phase I
Development) conditions. Results from these analyses have been used to
determine feasible locations within each watershed where a further
reduction in sediment loading may be achieved, if necessary.

1.2.3

Hydrologic Modeling

Watershed‐wide hydrologic models for Clay Brook, Rice Brook, and
Chase Brook have been developed using HydroCAD®, which implements
the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) unit hydrograph
method, to evaluate existing hydrologic conditions in the watershed, and
to assess impacts to watershed hydrology resulting from changes in land
use and land cover.

Surface areas for all land use types have been

determined from GIS software to accurately represent land use conditions
in the hydrologic model. The model includes subwatersheds that have
been designated within the three watersheds based on existing land use,
drainage, slope, soil type, and other factors, which enable computation of
composite runoff hydrographs for select design storms in select locations.
The overall hydrologic productivity of the watershed, as well as impacts
of proposed changes to land cover and drainage, has been evaluated.
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Clay Brook, Rice Brook, and Chase Brook watersheds have been modeled
for interim (existing) conditions and for Clay Brook and Rice Brook for
known post‐interim (future) conditions. This approach has allowed for a
comprehensive evaluation of in‐stream hydrologic changes associated
with specific actions, including proposed new development and potential
supplemental remediation measures. The modeling work has provided
the basis for a Channel Protection volume (CPv) assessment of the
percentage of impervious area with stormwater runoff that is sufficiently
detained to meet the CPv standard of the Vermont Stormwater
Management Manual (VSMM, 2002) within Clay Brook and Rice Brook
watersheds, as compared to the amount of detention that is provided in
the attainment watershed, Chase Brook.

These analyses have been

conducted for existing (interim) and post‐interim conditions, as discussed
in more detail in Section 5.2.

1.2.4

Instream Survey and Reconnaissance

In 2006, the Friends of Mad River conducted a Phase 2 Stream
Geomorphic Assessment (SGA) of Clay Brook and Rice Brook.

The

purpose of this assessment was to evaluate stream characteristics,
including geomorphic processes and sensitivity, bank stability, habitat
conditions, stream evolution stages, and the impacts of culvert and
bridges. In 2008, VHBP assessed Clay Brook and Rice Brook (and their
tributaries) for in‐stream channel processes, geomorphic stability and
water quality concerns (erosion, sediment deposition and iron seeps). The
results of these efforts have been incorporated into future remediation
efforts and are presented herein.
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Water Quality Remediation Plan Components

Beginning in 2003, Sugarbush Resort and its partners have implemented and will
continue to maintain Best Management Practices (BMPs) in a manner that have
resulted in positive responses with respect to aquatic biota, and which are
expected to bring Clay Brook and Rice Brook into attainment of the VWQS. This
WQRP details existing conditions, recent remediation measures, monitoring
plans and results, and future actions that are expected to lead to attainment of
the VWQS within a reasonable period of time. This WQRP provides scientific
data and discusses how it will meet the standards for use, as part of the 4(b) “off‐
ramping” process under the Clean Water Act, which includes the following
requirements:

1.

Statement of the problem causing the impairment (Section 6.0)

2. Description of the proposed implementation strategy and supporting
pollution controls (Section 7.0)
3. Estimate or projection of the time when water quality standards will be
met (Section 8.0)
4. Reasonable schedule for implementing the necessary pollution controls
(Section 8.0)
5. Description of, and schedule for, monitoring milestones for tracking and
reporting progress to EPA on the implementation of the pollution controls
(Sections 8.0)
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6. Commitment to revise as necessary the implementation strategy and
corresponding pollution controls if progress towards meeting water
quality standards is not being shown (Section 8.0)

2.0

CLAY BROOK AND RICE BROOK WATERSHEDS

2.1

Regional Setting

The watersheds of Clay Brook and Rice Brook are located on the east‐facing
slopes of the Green Mountains in the Town of Warren, Washington County,
Vermont.

Clay Brook and Rice Brook converge south of the rear property

boundary of The Bridges Resort on the Sugarbush Access Road.

From the

confluence point, Clay Brook merges with several other tributaries before it flows
under VT Route 100 and enters the northward flowing Mad River. The entire
Clay Brook watershed, including subwatersheds (e.g., Rice Brook and “Hotel
Brook”), from headwaters to confluence with the Mad River, is located within the
Town of Warren.

Land ownership within the Clay, Rice, and Chase Brook

watershed consists of both private (Sugarbush Resort) and public (United States
Forest Service/Green Mountain National Forest).

2.2

Land Use / Land Cover

The watersheds of Clay Brook and Rice Brook are mountainside and principally
forested watersheds. While the upper reaches of each watershed are largely
forested, interspersed with alpine ski trails, maintenance roads and structures,
and ski lifts, the lower portion of each watershed flows through the ski area’s
base facilities and related residential developments, including a golf course and
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substantial areas of parking lots and roadways. As Clay Brook and Rice Brook
flow downhill towards their confluence, each crosses through several
subwatershed areas that contain a high percentage of impervious and developed
surface areas, where both the channels and floodplains have been modified
substantially over time. The entire area of the parking lots for the base area,
along with extensive developed facilities such as the base facilities, wastewater
treatment plant, Sugarbush Village, and other commercial uses, are concentrated
within the Clay Brook and Rice Brook subwatersheds.

A permitted water

withdrawal facility is located on Clay Brook for public water supply purposes.

Within Clay Brook watershed, the upper subwatersheds (totaling approximately
1,000 acres) extend from elevation 1,600 feet to nearly 4,000 feet (see Clay and
Rice Brook watersheds map in the map pocket). Below these subwatersheds,
several smaller subwatersheds drain areas with a mix of development that was
largely constructed prior to current stormwater treatment practices and
regulatory framework, thereby resulting in a high degree of impact to the
stream’s geomorphology and water chemistry.

Overall, Clay Brook watershed is primarily composed of forested area (80
percent), with 18 percent of open area and the remaining two (2) percent as
gravel/impervious area (see Table 1).
Table 1: Existing Land Cover in Clay Brook Watershed
Total Area
Total Area
Percent of
Land Cover
(acres)
(square miles)
Watershed
Forested
1,119
1.75
80%
Gravel
16
0.03
1.1%
Impervious
14
0.02
1.0%
Open
253
0.40
18%
Total
1,402
2.19
100%
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Rice Brook watershed is similar to Clay Brook watershed, with a few higher‐
elevation subwatersheds featuring a mix of ski trails and structures, residential
development and roadways, and small portions of the ski area base facilities at
the bottom of each subwatershed. Together these upper subwatersheds total
approximately 300 acres, and extend from the Sugarbush Village road at
elevation 1,500 feet up to a knob at elevation 3,300 feet (see map pocket). The
Rice Brook watershed, by contrast to Clay Brook watershed, includes a greater
area of more diffuse land development and disturbance. Rice Brook watershed is
primarily comprised of forested area (72 percent), with 21 percent open area and
the remaining seven (7) percent as gravel/impervious (see Table 2).
Table 2: Existing Land Cover in Rice Brook Watershed
Total Area
Total Area
Percent of
Land Cover
(acres)
(square miles)
Watershed
Forested
399
0.62
72%
Gravel
15.9
0.02
2.9%
Impervious
23
0.04
4.1%
Open
114
0.18
21%
Total
554
0.86
100%

Stormwater discharges from developed land tend to flow over swales, roads or
other features prior to discharging into Rice Brook. However, portions of Rice
Brook (e.g., Hotel Brook) were culverted in the early stages of resort
development in order to provide for the development of Sugarbush Resort’s base
area facilities and parking lots.
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Existing Environmental Permits

The lands in the Clay Brook and Rice Brook watershed, and adjoining areas, are
subject to a number of Federal, State and local permits relating to water quality.
There are three principal sets of permits:
1. The over‐arching federal permits to use the U.S. Forest Service (USFS)
land to operate a ski area and ancillary facilities
2. A series of stormwater and State of Vermont permits for various
developments in and around the base area
3. Permits to operate a public water supply and centralized wastewater
treatment system and disposal field.

2.3.1

Umbrella Federal Permits

The principal permit for Sugarbush Resort’s use of USFS land is the
Special Use Permit [#161], which is valid through September 28, 2041.
This was granted in conjunction with the Record of Decision on the 1998
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). The DEIS discussed the impact
of ski trails on both sedimentation and iron seeps, and the long‐term
sedimentation impacts from gravel roadways and parking lots in the
lower watersheds, which had led to degradation of Clay Brook and Rice
Brook. The DEIS noted that measures were being taken with respect to
both issues, and that additional measures would be implemented with the
Preferred Alternative.

2.3.2

Existing Stormwater and Stream Restoration Activities

Several restoration activities and remediation/ improvement projects have
been installed in the past fifteen years pursuant to Vermont stormwater
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and other DEC permits. Notably, an in‐stream pond on the Golf Course
was removed from Clay Brook, and the stream channel and associated
floodplain were restored; a segment of the Hotel Brook tributary of Rice
Brook was “daylighted” and restored, along with its associated floodplain;
and substantial improvements were made to stormwater management in
Rice Brook and Clay Brook, including construction of stormwater basins
and infiltration areas, in conjunction with construction of Clay Brook
building and associated base area improvements.
measures

involved

the

construction

of

These stormwater
seven

stormwater

treatment/control facilities pursuant to DEC operational phase stormwater
discharge permit 1‐1581; basins 1 and 7 are located in the Clay Brook
watershed, and basins 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 are located in the Rice Brook
watershed. The Clay Brook Residences and reconstructed Gate House
base lodge represent Phase Ia of an approved Master Plan for the Lincoln
Peak base area; subsequent phases will include other surface water
remediation measures that are detailed in this report.

2.3.3

Water Supply and Wastewater Disposal System

Sanitary sewage from the Sugarbush Lincoln Peak base area facilities and
surrounding developments is conveyed to two wastewater treatment
facilities, both of which are indirect discharge (soil‐based) wastewater
disposal systems. The Mountain Wastewater Treatment (MWT) system is
within the Rice Brook watershed, and is permitted to discharge 81,300
gallons per day in winter, 225,400 gallons per day in spring, and does not
currently discharge from June to October. The Lincoln Peak wastewater
treatment system is within the Clay Brook watershed, and is permitted to
discharge 66,600 gallons per day.
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The MWT system collects wastewater generated from the condominiums
and resort development at the Lincoln Peak area. This wastewater system
is permitted by Indirect Discharge Permit (IDP) #9‐0013. The wastewater
treatment system and leachfields are located at Sports Center Drive at
Sugarbush’s Lincoln Peak Base Area.

The facility consists of super‐

aerated lagoons, clarification, sand filtration, aerated effluent storage, and
dechlorination prior to indirect discharge in subsurface leachfields. The
treatment facility produces a tertiary level of treatment. This system has
been in operation for decades, and presently averages 60,000 gallons per
day on a year‐round basis. Groundwater from the leaching field drains
south, towards Rice Brook, and provides discharge to the base flow of
Rice Brook.

The Lincoln Peak system collects wastewater generated from the new
construction at the Lincoln Peak base area. The wastewater treatment
system and leachfields are located at the Sugarbush Lincoln Peak Base
Area’s “22‐Acre Site” on a land parcel east of Inferno Road in the Town of
Warren. IDP #9‐0260 authorizes the indirect discharge of tertiary treated
effluent from the 66,600 gallons per day (gpd) wastewater treatment plant
serving the Lincoln Peak Base Area. The facility consists of Sequencing
Batch Reactors (SBR) with filtration and ultraviolet disinfection. These
reactors are designed to achieve nitrification, denitrification, and
biological phosphorus removal. Treated effluent is discharged to the dual
alternating sets of leachfields. This system was activated in January of
2007, and presently averages 5,700 gpd of wastewater flow on a year‐
round basis.

Peak daily flows have been 21,000 gallons or less.

Groundwater from the leaching field drains northeast, towards Clay
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Brook, and provides a minor component of discharge to the base flow of
Clay Brook.

The Mountain Water Company (MWC) Public Community Water System
(PCWS) is permitted as WSID #5281, and serves the Sugarbush resort
community. The water system consists of eleven bedrock wells and a
surface water intake on Clay Brook upstream from Inferno Road, a total of
238,000 gallons of finished water storage in six tanks, and a distribution
system. The water system supplies approximately 650 connections. Based
on the most recent meter data, potable water consumption is
approximately 54,000 gpd during the off‐season (April through
November) and 89,000 gpd during ski season (December through March).
Peak demand is approximately 164,000 gpd. Currently, the eleven wells
produce approximately 27,400 gpd on average, and the balance of the
water for the system is produced by Clay Brook.

In the future, it is

anticipated that use of the Clay Brook intake will decrease, and greater
amounts of groundwater would be used.

3.0

ATTAINMENT WATERSHED

3.1

Regional Setting

The Chase Brook watershed is located in the Town of Fayston, Vermont, on the
east‐facing slope of the Green Mountain central ridge.

The watershed

encompasses nearly 1,300 acres in an approximate triangle between the peaks of
Mount Ellen and Stark Mountain, and the confluence with Slide Brook at the
Fayston School on German Flats Road. From this lower point of the triangle,
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Slide Brook continues under VT Route 17 and joins Mill Brook before entering
the Mad River.

3.2

Land Use / Land Cover

As with Rice Brook and Clay Brook, the Chase Brook watershed is characterized
by steep slopes and largely forested cover. While the Mount Ellen portion of
Sugarbush Resort is located almost entirely within the Chase Brook watershed,
the presence of ski trails and base facility development is limited to the southern
half of the watershed. These land uses occupy a significantly smaller proportion
of the total Chase Brook area than that of Rice Brook and Clay Brook. From the
top of 4,050‐foot Mount Ellen to a pond at 1,500 feet, the largest (609 acres)
subwatershed of Chase Brook flows through a combination of forest, ski trails,
access roads and chairlift facilities. Two other large subwatersheds with a total
area of 476 acres occupy the northern sections of the watershed near Stark
Mountain, and are almost entirely forested, with only minor land use
disturbance associated with ski trails. Two smaller subwatersheds encompass
the lower reaches of the watershed, including the Mount Ellen base lodge and
parking areas, access roads and minor residential developments. Chase Brook
watershed is primarily composed of forested area (87 percent), with 12 percent
open area and the remaining one (1) percent as gravel/impervious (see Table 3).
Hydrology and drainage patterns in these lower elevation areas have been
altered more significantly than those above with a network of swales and
stormwater culverts.
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Table 3: Existing Land Cover in Chase Brook Watershed
Total Area
Total Area
Percent of
Land Cover
(acres)
(square miles)
Watershed
Forested
1,130
1.77
87%
Gravel
5.9
0.01
0.5%
Impervious
6.6
0.01
0.5%
Open
153
0.24
12%
Total
1,296
2.03
100%

3.3

Existing Environmental Permits

In addition to the USFS special use permit mentioned above (which applies to
portions of the Chase Brook watershed in addition to the Rice and Clay Brook
watersheds), Permit No. 1‐0226 to discharge stormwater was issued in 1977 for
the Fiddlehead Condominium development just north of the Glen Ellen base
lodge.

4.0

SEDIMENT LOADING ANALYSIS

4.1

Sediment Loading Analysis Information

The Simple Method Model, of Schueler 1987, was used to estimate washoff‐based
sediment loading at the subwatershed scale. This method is a widely used and
accepted approach for the estimation of pollutant loads within watersheds
associated with stormwater runoff, and is comparable to VTANR/EPA
benchmarks. The method provides a straightforward approach for the
comparison of annual pollutant loads associated with alternative land uses,
combined with treatment and management options. This empirical method is
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intended to provide reasonable estimates of annual pollutant loads, from which
decisions can be made regarding the appropriate nonpoint calculations of
pollutant loads in the designated watersheds.

The Simple Method formula is:

L = 0.226 x P x Pj x C x A x Rv x T
Where:
L = Annual load (lbs/year)
0.226 = Simple Method Coefficient for unit conversion
P = Annual Precipitation (inches)
Pj = Fraction of rainfall events producing runoff
C = Flow weighted mean concentration for pollutant (mg/l)
A = Area of contributing subwatershed (acres)
Rv = 0.05 + 0.009 x (site imperviousness) or accepted value
T = Treatment Removal Rate (1‐%Treatment)

For Clay Brook and Rice Brook at Sugarbush, the following values have been
assigned for the Simple Method analysis of washoff sediment loading:

P = 51.0 inches (PRISM climatological data, downloaded from VCGI)
Pj = 0.9 (based on assumption that 10 percent of storms do not produce
significant runoff)
C = Dependent on land use conditions, see Table 4
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Table 4: Sediment Concentration Values
Land Use
TSS (mg/L)
Sources
Commercial
77
NYS DEC Draft Manual (2001)
Commercial Lodging
97
NYS DEC Draft Manual (2001)
Forest
51
NYS DEC Draft Manual (2001)
Meadow/Open
51
NYS DEC Draft Manual (2001)
Residential
70
NYS DEC Draft Manual (2001)
Ski Trail
100
VHBP Judgment (2006)
Transportation Gravel
374
Clinton & Vose ‐ WQ Report (2003)
Transportation Paved
142
NYS SMDM (2001)
Water
0
n/a
Site Imperviousness:
Site imperviousness for the runoff coefficient value (Rv) was calculated with the
use of a GIS land cover layer. By overlaying the land use (e.g., commercial,
residential, transportation gravel) with the land cover (e.g., building, parking,
forest, open) layer, impervious percentages for each type of land could be
calculated and were further broken down by subwatershed. The Rv varies
between different land‐use categories because it is directly related to the
impervious cover of the specified area.

Contributing Subwatershed Area:
Subwatershed areas were delineated using a combination of the Vermont
Agency of Natural Resources “Impaired Watersheds” layer and routing of
stormwater through existing draining systems.

Treatments:
Existing treatment conditions were identified through review of existing
stormwater discharge permits issued by Vermont DEC. Credited treatment types
in this analysis consisted of dry/wet stormwater retention ponds and swale
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designs. Percent removal was estimated based on the STP implemented and the
age of the permit.

4.2

Sediment Loading Analysis Results

Sediment loading results for Clay Brook, Rice Brook, and Chase Brook
Watersheds for the three site conditions analyzed (pre‐interim, interim, post‐
interim) have been summarized in a table on page 3 of Appendix 1, with
individual tables for each scenario provided on pages 4 through 10 of Appendix
1. The unitized sediment loads for Clay Brook and Rice Brook watersheds have
been compared using unitized loads from similar/comparable streams: Chase
Brook, as described further in Section 3.0, Cold Brook located in Bennington
County. The sediment loading results for Chase Brook are described in Section
4.2.3; previously conducted Simple method analyses by VHB Pioneer for Cold
Brook determined sediment loading of approximately 100 pounds/acre/year
(lbs/ac/yr) for this attainment watershed.

4.2.1

Clay Brook Watershed

The Clay Brook watershed sediment loading results indicate a reduction
in annual sediment loading from pre‐interim conditions (99,190 lbs/yr) to
interim conditions (95,889 lbs/yr).

Post‐interim conditions reflect an

insignificant decrease in sediment loading from interim conditions, as the
drainage area to Clay Brook increases by 0.6 acres (95,728 lbs/yr). The
unitized loads for the three conditions decrease from pre‐interim
conditions (71 lbs/ac/yr) to interim (69 lbs/ac/yr), and increase slightly
from interim to post‐interim conditions (68 lbs/ac/yr).

While these

unitized sediment loads are greater than Chase Brook (49 lbs/ac/yr) (see
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Section 4.2.3), they are less than the unitized load for Cold Brook.
Additionally, although the overall watershed decrease in unitized load
from pre‐interim to interim conditions is relatively small, the reductions
for subwatersheds in the Lincoln Peak base area are much greater, and the
recent aquatic biota sampling indicate improvements occurring in Clay
Brook (see Sections 6.4 and 6.5).

The reduction between pre‐interim and interim conditions is largely due
to Wet Ponds 1 and 7 providing 80 percent removal treatment to
Sugarbush Lincoln Peak parking (Clay Brook subwatershed CB04) and to
Sugarbush

Lincoln

Peak

Base

Area

“22‐Acre‐Site”

(Clay

Brook

subwatershed CB10_a). The slight change in sediment loads between
interim and post‐interim conditions is due to more area being drained to
wet pond 1, which was once within the Rice Brook watershed (see
Appendix 1, pages 4 through 6). Wet Pond 1 has an available storage
volume of 50,734 cubic feet (see Appendix 2). Wet pond 7 has an available
storage volume of 20,125 cubic feet (Appendix 2).

4.2.2

Rice Brook Watershed

The Rice Brook watershed sediment loading results indicate a reduction in
annual sediment loading from pre‐interim conditions (92,050 lbs/yr) to
interim conditions (50,500 lbs/yr). Post‐interim conditions (49,500 lbs/yr)
reflect a less significant decrease in sediment loading from interim
conditions. The unitized loads for the three conditions decrease from pre‐
interim conditions (165 lbs/ac/yr) to interim (91 lbs/ac/yr) and post‐interim
conditions (90 lbs/ac/yr). While these unitized sediment loads are greater
than Chase Brook (49 lbs/ac/yr), interim and post‐interim conditions have
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been reduced to under the unitized load for Cold Brook. Additionally, the
annual aquatic life support (ALS) measurements performed in stream
indicate improvements occurring in Rice Brook (See Sections 6.4 and 6.5).

The sediment loading reduction between pre‐interim and interim
conditions is due to 80 percent removal treatment to Upper Sugarbush
Village Road (Rice subwatersheds RB08 through RB17), and wet ponds
3,4,5,6, and 8. Wet Pond 3 provides 50,704 cubic feet of available storage
volume for Rice Brook subwatershed RB03. Wet Pond 4 provides 40,032
cubic feet of available storage volume for Rice Brook subwatershed RB25.
Wet Pond 5 provides 10,019 cubic feet of available storage volume for Rice
Brook subwatershed RB07. Wet Pond 6 provides 31,465 cubic feet of
available storage volume for Rice Brook subwatershed RB01_a. Wet Pond
8 provides 6,989 cubic feet of available storage volume for Rice Brook
subwatershed RB24. These volumes can be found in Appendix 2. The
reduction in sediment loads between interim and post‐interim conditions
is due to changes of drainage areas in Rice Brook subwatersheds RB03 and
RB01_a.

4.2.3

Chase Brook Watershed

The Chase Brook watershed sediment loading results indicate a
watershed‐wide unitized load of 49 lbs/ac/yr.

The low unitized load

reflects the low percent impervious in the watershed, of approximately
one percent. The supplemental attainment watershed, Cold Brook, has a
unitized washoff sediment load of approximately 100 lbs/ac/yr.

As

described above, sediment loading analyses for Clay Brook resulted in
unitized values of 74 lbs/ac/yr in pre‐interim conditions to 67 lbs/ac/yr in
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interim and post‐interim conditions, with 123 lbs/ac/yr in pre‐interim, 93
lbs/ac/yr in interim, and 91 lbs/ac/yr in post‐interim conditions in Rice
Brook watershed. Given that the unitized sediment loading is 49 lbs/ac/yr
for Chase Brook and 100 lbs/ac/yr for Cold Brook, the range of sediment
loading associated with the attainment watersheds has been determined
to be between 50 and 100 lbs/ac/yr. These values represent the target that
should be met for Clay and Rice Brooks with respect to washoff sediment
loads.

5.0

HYDROLOGIC MODELING ANALYSIS

5.1

Hydrologic Modeling Information

Hydrologic modeling simulations were performed for the Clay Brook, Rice
Brook, and Chase Brook watersheds for the purpose of assessing impacts
associated with changes in land use and land cover. The stormwater runoff
model, built using HydroCAD® hydrologic modeling software, is designed to
estimate runoff volume and rates based on user inputs for rainfall as well as
surface conditions. The model incorporates land cover characteristics, soil
hydrologic properties (represented by weighted curve numbers), runoff flow
paths (represented as times of concentration) and stormwater management
infrastructure to compute peak flow rates and runoff volumes. Specific model
input variables include simulated storms, and nodes for subwatersheds, stream
reach routing, and infrastructure of stormwater piping networks and detention
basins.
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The soils comprising each watershed include various hydrologic soil groups
(HSGs). HSG labels are assigned to NRCS mapped soil units based on soil
infiltration rate and water retention capability. According to the NRCS
hydrogroup classification scheme, “A” rated soils – such as sands and gravels –
retain water longer and contribute less water volume to runoff than “B” rated
soils (silts and loams), with “C” soils (sandy clay loams) then “D” soils (clays)
contributing the greater volume to runoff respectively. Soil cover and related
HSGs for the project area were obtained from soils layers created by NRCS in
2006 for Washington and Addison Counties. This information, combined with
land cover data in a Geographic Information System (GIS), produce modified
runoff curve numbers (CNs).

Time of concentration (Tc) was determined for each subwatershed. The Tc
HydroCAD® input is defined as the time required for stormwater runoff to travel
from the most hydrologically remote point in the subwatershed to the outlet. The
time of concentration for each subwatershed was calculated using available site
plans, topography, land cover, stream, and subwatershed data. Slopes were
calculated by estimating the elevation drop over the distance of travel. Sheet
flow lengths of up to 150 feet were used to approximate the initial flow from the
hydrologically most remote point in the subwatershed. Undisturbed areas
generally were assigned longer sheet flow lengths than disturbed and developed
areas. Shallow concentrated flow through forests, ski trails, and ditches was
approximated prior to streams. Trapezoidal channel flow was then used to
approximate travel time in streams. In developed areas, sheet flows and shallow
concentrated flows over gravel or paved surfaces were measured. Ditch and
culvert drainage networks, and culverts draining under roadways were
considered in the measurements. Reach features that represent the travel of
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stormwater through waterways in the form of trapezoidal channels within
HydroCAD® were used to approximate the stream channel where field data are
unavailable. Trapezoidal channel sizes increase as drainage areas to the channels
increase.

5.1.1

Channel Protection Volume (CPv) Standard

Channel Protection volume (CPv) standards implemented through
Vermont Stormwater Management Manual (VSMM) are achieved by
providing 12 or 24 hours of extended detention (ED) storage for the one‐
year, 24‐hour storm. The 12 hour ED time is applicable to the Clay and
Rice Brook stormwater basins because these facilities discharge to cold‐
water fish habitat. Chase Brook has been identified as the target scenario,
although it is difficult to compare Clay Brook and Rice Brook with Chase
Brook, because there is no detention time provided for flow off
impervious surfaces in the Chase Brook watershed.

5.2

Hydrologic Modeling Results

The CPv standard was determined to be met for 26 percent of Clay Brook and 25
percent of Rice Brook watershed impervious areas, and for 25.7 percent of the
combined watershed impervious area, for the interim condition. Detention time
was provided through wet ponds 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, which were designed to
meet the CPv standard. Detention time was only provided for stormwater
detention systems associated with the Lincoln Peak Base Area Redevelopment,
as other treatment systems only provide water quality treatment. Post‐Interim
conditions results do not change significantly. A HydroCAD® routing diagram
for interim conditions is provided on page 1 of Appendix 2. Channel protection
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volume analysis summary sheets for Interim and Post‐Interim Conditions are
provided in Appendix 2 (pages 66 and 67).

6.0

IDENTIFIED IMPACT AREAS

Field reconnaissance of ongoing contributors to water quality impacts within the subject
streams has been assessed as part of on‐going monitoring of Clay Brook and Rice Brook.
Particular attention has been given to on‐mountain activities, construction activities,
and stormwater management.

Assessment of probable impacts that are causing

impairment has resulted in the following preliminary conclusions.

6.1

Existing Land Uses and Erosion

As described in Section 2.2, approximately 2.0 percent of the Clay Brook
watershed and 7.0 percent of the Rice Brook watershed is composed of
developed (impervious) area, including gravel surfaces. To address potential
impacts to receiving waters that are associated with these surfaces, Sugarbush
Resort has undertaken numerous efforts since 2003 to implement stormwater
management systems (e.g., stormwater basins) in accordance with operational
phase

stormwater

discharge

permit

#1‐1581

issued

by

DEC.

Since

implementation, there has been a marked improvement in water quality within
Clay Brook and Rice Brook, as evident from biomonitoring results of recent years
(see Section 6.5). To continue water quality improvements, Sugarbush Resort
intends on implementing additional stormwater runoff controls, as described
further in the Section 7.0 – Strategies to Remediate.
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Included in the ongoing initiatives to minimize the potential for sediment
loading to Clay Brook and Rice Brook, significant effort has gone into assessing
construction practices and the potential need for improved erosion prevention
and sediment control (EPSC).

To that end, Sugarbush Resort has recently

engaged outside consultants to conduct EPSC training for operations and
maintenance staff, as a means of educating individuals responsible for on‐
mountain activities in the importance of installing measures that will ultimately
reduce further impacts to these receiving waters. As with improved operational
phase stormwater management, it is anticipated that a more rigorous EPSC
measure implementation will result in further improvements in water quality
within Clay Brook and Rice Brook.

6.1.1

Clay Brook

As part of the Clay Brook watershed assessment, areas of potential
sediment washoff were identified, as reported herein. In particular, it was
identified that the vehicle maintenance yard that is located upslope of
Super Bravo chair lift (see map pocket) is a potential contributor of
sediment laden runoff to Clay Brook. The maintenance yard is generally
characterized as an open area with partial stabilization although the
majority of the area is open ground (see Photograph 1 on page 1 of
Appendix 3).

Two occurrences that may be contributing to sediment

wash‐off involve: (1) run‐on of sheetflow from upslope areas that are
directed through the maintenance yard, and (2) sheetflow of stormwater
runoff from impervious and exposed surfaces within the maintenance
yard to adjacent drainage swales and culverts.
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Erosion from drainage swales was also observed within the Lincoln Peak
lodge area (see Photograph 2 on page 1 of Appendix 3), along Inferno
Road (see Photograph 3 on page 2 of Appendix 3) and within adjacent
condominium development areas that are not owned/operated by
Sugarbush Resort (see Photographs 4 through 7 on pages 2 through 4 of
Appendix 3).

Although these areas may not have an impact on an

individual basis; collectively, they may be considered more significant.

6.1.2

Rice Brook

Potential contribution of sediment washoff to Rice Brook and its
tributaries was largely limited to one eroded roadside swale along the
driveway to Sugarbush Health and Racket Club (see Photograph 8 on
page 4 Appendix 3). Although largely insignificant, this swale conveys
unmanaged stormwater runoff from the driveway to Hotel Brook and is
therefore considered to be a potential source of sediment.

6.2

Sources of Iron

As evidenced by ongoing monitoring of Clay Brook and Rice Brook, there is
significant iron found within the parent material in the watersheds. In particular,
it has been observed that areas of disturbance (e.g., Lincoln Peak base area,
townhouse developments) result in discharge of iron seeps to drainage swales,
roadside swales, and ultimately to the receiving waters. The following sections
provide a summary of these observed occurrences.
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Clay Brook

As part of watershed monitoring and reconnaissance, iron sources within
the Clay Brook watershed were assessed within the reach that extends
from monitoring station BIO 2.0 to the Lower Organ Grinder trail crossing
(see map pocket). Within this reach of Clay Brook, four iron seeps were
observed, as summarized below.

Additionally, reconnaissance of the

surrounding development areas was conducted, with no observation of
iron seeps in these areas. The following is a summary of these observed
iron seeps with labels that correspond to the Sugarbush Resort – Clay and
Rice Brook Watersheds map.

Iron Seep #01 (IS‐01)
Iron seep #01 is a moderately heavy iron seep associated with a tributary
on the right bank just upstream from station BIO 2.0 (see Photograph 9 on
page 5 of Appendix 3). This seep is likely a result of soil disturbances
associated with the Wastewater Treatment Facility and Disposal Site.

Iron Seep #02 (IS‐02)
Iron seep #02 is a severe iron seep on the left bank just below the outlet of
the 72‐inch culvert under the Lincoln Peak base area (see Photograph 10
on page 5 of Appendix 3). This iron seep is likely due to disturbance of
parent material, as well as groundwater flow through the fill material that
was used in the construction of the Lincoln Peak base area. This iron seep
was originally identified and treated in 2005, with a buried limestone
trench running parallel to the stream although it continues to contribute
iron directly to Clay Brook.
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Iron Seep #03 (IS‐03)
On the right bank, just upstream of the Lower Organ Grinder trail, iron
seep #03 originates from a trail ditch then flows into Clay Brook (see
Photograph 11 on page 6 of Appendix 3).

Iron Seep #04 (IS‐04)
The heaviest iron seep within the Clay Brook watershed, iron seep #04,
was observed just downslope of the maintenance building located within
a depression between the maintenance building and the Gondolier ski
trail. Within this wet area, there is an iron‐rich ground water upwelling
(see Photograph 12 on page 6 of Appendix 3). This iron seep flows into a
recently installed corrugated culvert at the down‐slope point of the un‐cut
area between the Gondolier Ski trail and the maintenance road. It is
presumed that this culvert eventually connects to the 72‐inch culvert of
Clay Brook, however, there was no noticeable iron staining at the culvert
or on the rocks below it.

6.2.2

Rice Brook

As with Clay Brook, monitoring and reconnaissance within Rice Brook
involved assessment of potential iron sources. The in‐stream assessment
was conducted within the reach of Rice Brook that extends from the
confluence with Clay Brook up to BU‐5, including the Hotel Brook and
Poma Brook tributaries (see Interim Conditions map in Appendix 1). The
greatest concentration of iron seeps occurred within the Hotel Brook
tributary, with three iron seeps. There were no major in‐stream iron seeps
in the main‐stem of Rice Brook or the Poma Brook tributary. Additionally,
reconnaissance of the surrounding development areas was conducted,
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The following is a

summary of these with labels that correspond to the Post‐Interim
Conditions map of Appendix 1.

Iron Seep #05 (IS‐05)
Iron seep #05 is the heaviest observed iron seep within Rice Brook
watershed, and is located on the right bank at the downstream end of the
Hotel Brook restoration area (see Photograph 13 on page 7 of Appendix 3).

Iron Seep #06 (IS‐06)
Iron seep #06 is a light iron seep stemming from the stormwater outflow
from basin 8 within the Hotel Brook restoration area (see Photograph 14
on page 7 of Appendix 3).

Iron Seep #07 (IS‐07)
A second heavy iron seep (#07) was identified in the headwaters of Hotel
Brook (see Photograph 15 on page 8 of Appendix 3). This iron seep is
located just down‐slope from the third tower below the top of the Village
Double chair lift.

Iron Seep #08 (IS‐08)
Iron seep #08 originates from a small tributary that flows along the
downslope side of an un‐built lot on Village Road (see Photograph 16 on
page 8 of Appendix 3). Flow is conveyed from this tributary to a roadside
swale along Village Road, which ultimately discharges to a tributary to
Rice Brook.
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Channel Processes
6.3.1

Clay Brook

In 2006, Field Geology Services (FGS) conducted a Phase 2 Stream
Geomorphic Assessment (SGA) on Clay Brook from the confluence of Rice
Brook upstream through the Sugarbush Resort to the headwaters. FGS
prepared a report, Fluvial Geomorphology Assessment of the Mad River
Watershed, Vermont, for the Friends of the Mad River (FMR), under
contract of the DEC. FGS observed Clay Brook to be in channel evolution
stage III, with a “fair” geomorphic condition and “very high” stream
sensitivity. FGS documented historic degradation and current channel
widening as the dominant channel adjustment processes. The habitat
stream condition for Clay Brook scored as “good”. The report issued by
FGS noted the prevalence of mass failures in the Clay Brook watershed.
These instabilities could be a result of increased peak discharges
associated with the development for Sugarbush, however, the mass
failures are likely caused by natural setting; clay‐rich glacial sediments
blanketing bedrock on extremely steep valley walls (Field Geology
Services, 2007).

In a Bridge and Culvert Assessment, FGS identified five culverts acting as
a channel and floodprone constrictions. Deposition upstream of the inlets
and scour downstream of the outlets were observed at the Inferno Road
culvert, the culvert embedded in the concrete weir and CB‐C‐5 (see Table
5). All five culverts were perched, which inhibits fish passage and can
undermine the culvert footings due to scour. Six natural grade controls
(i.e., channel spanning bedrock) were documented in Clay Brook, which
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likely alleviates the extent of historical incising. For more details on the
results from the Phase 2 SGA of Clay Brook, see Appendix 4.

Table 5: Inventory of Clay Brook Stream Structures*
Type

Code

Culvert

CB‐C‐1

Inferno Rd.

Culvert

CB‐C‐2

72 ‐ inch culvert

Location/Name

Ownershi
p
Town of
Warren
Sugarbush

Width
7.7

Geomorphic Issues
undersized, perched, deposition US,
scour DS

8.2

undersized, perched, deposition US

Culvert

CB‐C‐3

Concrete Weir

Sugarbush

3.9

undersized, perched, deposition US,
scour DS

Culvert

CB‐C‐4

Lower Gondolier
Tr.

Sugarbush

9.8

undersized, perched

Culvert

CB‐C‐5

NA

Sugarbush

5.9

undersized, perched, deposition US,
scour DS

* As assessed in a Phase 2 SGA for FMR from the confluence with Rice Brook to the headwaters of Clay Brook.
Structures are ordered from downstream to upstream. The locations of structures are on the Interim Conditions
map in Appendix 1.

In 2008, fluvial geomorphic processes were re‐assessed by VHBP from
monitoring station BIO 2.0 to the Lower Organ Grinder trail crossing (see
Interim Conditions Map on page 1 of Appendix 1). It was observed that
below the Inferno Road crossing, Clay Brook was incised with moderate
erosion on outside bends. Two flood chutes both on the left bank of Clay
Brook indicated current stream lateral migrations. There were also two
large mass failures on the right steep banks, one of which was just below
BIO 2.0 and seemed to be a historical instability as it has since re‐
vegetated. There was also a fresh mass failure located on the right bank
just upstream of BIO 2.0 and below Inferno Road (see Photograph 17 on
page 9 of Appendix 3). Flood chutes and mass failures indicate planform
adjustments. However, the mass failures are likely a cause of the natural
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setting as discussed in the Phase 2 SGA report (Field Geology Services,
2007).
The stream section between Inferno Road and the 72‐inch culvert at the
Lincoln Peak Base Area appeared relatively stable. The culvert under
Inferno Road is undersized and its 9.8 ft. vertical perch is a barrier to
aquatic organism passage (see Photograph 18 on page 9 of Appendix 3).
This perch has also resulted in scour undermining the culvert footings
(Field Geology Services, 2007).

Just upstream of Inferno Road is the

existing streamflow measurement flume, which is a required monitoring
device pursuant to the Indirect Discharge Permits for Sugarbush Resort.
The flume installation consists of a wood and fiberglass structure,
installed in the 1980s that constricts flows, provides temporary grade
control, and alleviates the impacts of the undersized Inferno Road culvert
just downstream. Both of these constrictors have resulted in upstream
gravel deposition.

Upstream of the 72‐inch culvert there is another undersized culvert that is
embedded in the concrete weir associated with the DEC‐permitted surface
water

withdrawal

operated

by

Mountain

Water

Company

(see

Photograph 19 on page 10 of Appendix 3). This structure forms a small
water diversion.

This constriction results in fine sediment deposition

upstream and erosion/scour on the left bank downstream. The Clay Brook
section between the embedded culvert and the Lower Organ Grinder trail
crossing is geomorphically stable.

6.3.2

Rice Brook
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In 2006, FGS also conducted a Phase II SGA on Rice Brook from the
confluence of Clay Brook upstream to its’ headwaters. From the
confluence with Clay Brook upstream to the tennis courts within the
Sugarbush development, FGS observed Rice Brook to be in channel
evolution stage III, with a “fair” geomorphic condition and “high” stream
sensitivity. FGS documented historic degradation and current channel
widening as the dominant channel adjustment processes. The habitat
stream condition for this reach scored “good”, with sediment deposition
and embeddedness scoring poorly most likely due to the sediment source
in the unnamed tributary. The upper reach of Rice Brook (from tennis
courts upstream to headwaters) scored geomorphically higher with
“good” for geomorphic condition and “moderate” for stream sensitivity.
The habitat stream condition was documented as “good” with much
better scores for sediment deposition and embeddedness. FGS did not
document any natural gradient controls (i.e., channel spanning bedrock)
in Rice Brook. There were two culverts and three bridges documented in
Rice Brook and they all were classified as channel and/or floodprone
constrictions, however, with little sediment transport issues (see Table 6).
In the Phase 2 report, FGS specifically noted deposition upstream of the
Village Rd. culvert (RB‐C‐2) caused by its undersized width (Field
Geology Services, 2007). For more details on the results of the Phase 2
SGA in Rice Brook, please see Appendix 4.
Table 6: Inventory of Rice Brook Stream Structures*
Type

Code

Location/Name

Ownership

Widt
h

Geomorphic Issues

Culvert

RB‐C‐1

Sugarbush Access Rd.

Town of Warren

NA

undersized

Culvert

RB‐C‐2

Village Rd.

Sugarbush

3.8

undersized, deposition US

Bridge

RB‐B‐1

Sugarbush Village

Sugarbush

NA

undersized span
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Table 6: Inventory of Rice Brook Stream Structures*
Type

Code

Location/Name

Ownership

Widt
h

Geomorphic Issues

Bridge

RB‐B‐2

Sugarbush Village

Sugarbush

NA

undersized span

Bridge

RB‐B‐3

Sugarbush Village

Sugarbush

NA

undersized span

Culvert

RB‐C‐3

NA

Sugarbush

4.85

undersized span

* As assessed in a Phase 2 SGA for FMR from the confluence with Clay Brook to the headwaters of Rice Brook.
Structures are ordered from downstream to upstream. The locations of the structures are on Interim Conditions
map in Appendix 1.

In 2008, the channel processes in Rice Brook and its tributaries were also
observed in an assessment by VHBP from the confluence with Clay Brook
up to water quality monitoring site BU‐5 (see Interim Conditions map on
page 1 of Appendix 1). Rice Brook was determined to be geomorphically
less stable than Clay Brook. This instability is most likely historically
triggered by increased flow into Rice Brook from the Sugarbush
development area. As one progresses downstream, Rice Brook transitions
between stage III and stage IV of the Schumm channel evolution model
(Schumm, 1977 and 1984). There is evidence of historical vertical channel
degradation (Stage II) and active widening (Stage III) in the upper
portions of this reach (below the Sugarbush Access Rd) and lateral,
planform adjustments (Stage IV) in the lower portions of Rice Brook (near
the Clay Brook confluence). Incision and degradation was evident by a
recently abandoned floodplain (see Photograph 20 on page 10 of
Appendix 3).

Evidence of active widening included erosion on both

stream banks at riffles, and trees collapsing into the stream from sides of
Rice Brook (see Photograph 21 on page 11 of Appendix 3). Erosion on the
outside of stream bends and two mass failures indicated lateral planform
adjustments in Rice Brook, occurring between station BD‐3 and the
confluence with Clay Brook.
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Deposition of fine sediment was documented between the confluence
with Clay Brook and the Access Road. This sandy fine sediment was “soft
underfoot” indicating recent accumulation.

A majority of this fine

sediment appears to be originating from an unnamed tributary draining
into Rice Brook just below the Sugarbush Access Road. This unnamed
tributary had a significant amount of accumulated sediment (Photograph
22 on page 11 of Appendix 3), with noticeably more sediment in Rice
Brook below the confluence with the unnamed tributary then above it.

Upstream of the newly installed and properly sized culvert under the
Sugarbush Access Road, there was more adequate floodplain access and
less fine sediment deposition in Rice Brook. Upstream of Hotel Brook, the
main in‐stream stressors in Rice Brook are occasional straightening from
riprap and constrictors from bridges. Straightening along the Sugarbush
Health and Racket Club access road has resulted in some erosion on the
right bank. Constrictions for bridge accesses to the Sugarbush Villages
have also resulted in downstream erosion.

Tributaries to Rice Brook

(Hotel Brook and Poma Brook) are more geomorphically stable then Rice
Brook. There was some fine sediment deposition in Poma Brook, but
there was also good access to a small floodplain. Upstream of the Hotel
Brook restoration site, there were signs of incision in Hotel Brook below
an undersized culvert at the In Road trail crossing.

6.4

Water Chemistry

6.4.1 Clay Brook
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In compliance with the IDP #9‐0260 for operation of the newly constructed
Lincoln Peak Wastewater Treatment System, monthly water surface
monitoring is conducted in the receiving stream, Clay Brook. The water
quality parameters are tested monthly, above and below the Lincoln Peak
Wastewater Treatment System, and include; pH, chloride, nitrate, total
dissolved phosphorus, biological oxygen demand, Escherichia coli (E. coli),
dissolved oxygen, alkalinity, total iron, and turbidity. The VWQS
established by the State of Vermont Natural Resources Board set
thresholds for turbidity, dissolved oxygen, Escherichia coli, nitrate and pH
for Class B waters (VWQS 2008). Of those parameters, only pH and one
single reading for turbidity have exceeded VWQS since 2006. The pH in
Clay Brook has occasionally been below the lower threshold in the VWQS
of 6.5.

Although the primary purpose of the water quality monitoring is to detect
a possible local effect of the Lincoln Peak Wastewater Treatment System,
the water quality in Clay Brook appears to be in very good condition.

6.4.2

Rice Brook

In accordance with the requirements of IDP #9‐0013, there are monthly
surface water quality tests of Rice Brook associated with the MWT at
Sugarbush Resort.

Water quality samples are analyzed for E. coli,

chloride, nitrate, total phosphorus, total dissolved phosphorus, pH,
turbidity and temperature. One station is located upstream of the disposal
field and the other station is located downstream of the disposal field.
The VWQS established by the State of Vermont Natural Resources Board
set threshold levels for turbidity, dissolved oxygen, E. coli, nitrate and pH
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for Class B waters (VWQS 2008). The annual mean values for turbidity,
dissolved oxygen, E. coli, and nitrate in Rice Brook have never exceeded
the VWQS thresholds. Occasionally, the annual mean pH has dipped
below the lower threshold of 6.5 s.u.

Results from 1989‐2007 demonstrate that the MWT facility has not
significantly affected the water quality and that the water quality in Rice
Brook is in very good condition.

6.5

Aquatic Biota

6.5.1

Clay Brook

There are four biomonitoring stations in Clay Brook and assessments of
aquatic biota metrics from 2005‐2007 indicate that Clay Brook is not
meeting VT DEC Class B aquatic life support criteria (page 1, Appendix 5).
There

are

eight

biocriteria

parameters

calculated

from

the

macroinvertebrate composition and each parameter has to pass a
threshold level in order for a station to be in compliance. Two stations
upstream of Inferno Road (Clay Iron – Upstream and Clay Iron –
Downstream; see Interim Conditions Map on page 1 of Appendix 1) have
not met biocriteria standards due to low values in density, richness and
EPT index values (pages 17 and 20, Appendix 5). These stations are more
likely impacted by iron seeps. Two stations below Inferno Road (BIO 2.1
and 2.0; see Interim Conditions Map on page 1 of Appendix 1) were
designed to detect the possible local impacts from the Lincoln Peak
Wastewater Treatment System and have not met biocriteria standards due
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to low values in density, richness and Pinkham‐Pearson Coefficient of
Similarity – Functional Groups (PPCS‐F) (pages 23 and 26, Appendix 5).

Passing values for the other five metrics demonstrate that water quality is
high and the streambed is not impacted by excessive sedimentation. This
inference is supported by the water quality testing and a recent stream
assessment, which confirmed that excessive fine sediment deposition is
not abundant in Clay Brook between BIO 2.0 and the 72‐inch culvert. Low
density values reflect poor productivity, possibly due to limited food
resources and low nutrients, which naturally occur in first‐order streams
(Bode, et al. 1996). The headwater conditions of Clay Brook might also be
responsible for low species richness, which sometimes occurs in these
systems naturally (Bode, et al., 1996). This circumstance is supported by
data collected at station BU‐5 on Rice Brook, which represents background
conditions in Rice Brook and has low density and richness values.

Iron

seeps could also be in part responsible for failing metrics at the Clay Brook
biomonitoring stations, especially the EPT index that is only failing at the
biomonitoring sites (Clay Iron – Upstream and Clay Iron Downstream)
that are in closer proximity to iron seeps in Clay Brook.

6.5.2

Rice Brook

Biomonitoring on Rice Brook has been conducted since the mid‐1990s in
association with the DEC‐permitted indirect discharge system at
Sugarbush Resort operated by MWT.
summer

and

winter

This monitoring has involved

macroinvertebrate

substrates and kick net sampling.

sampling,

using

artificial

For the purpose of assessing

compliance with VT DEC Class B biocriteria, the summer kick net
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There are five

biomonitoring sampling locations on Rice Brook, beginning with the
lowermost station, BD‐3 (upstream of the Clay Brook confluence) and
extending upstream through the Sugarbush Resort area (stations BD‐2,
BU‐1B, BU‐1A) to station BU‐5, which is above the base area representing
background conditions in Rice Brook (see Interim Conditions Map on
page 1 of Appendix 1).

Since the implementation of water quality restoration measures in the
base area by Sugarbush and the Town of Warren in 2003, there has been a
steady improvement in the aquatic biota composition in Rice Brook (page
1, Appendix 5). Prior to these remediation actions, none of the stations on
Rice Brook in the vicinity of the resort area met Class B biocriteria for
aquatic life support. Since then, there has been full compliance with the
Class B biocriteria standards at station BU‐1A in 2003‐2005; at station BU‐
1B in 2004, 2006, and 2007; and station BD‐2 in 2004, 2005, and 2007 (page
1, Appendix 5). The restoration of 350 feet of Hotel Brook and the
construction of numerous stormwater treatment and control measures
associated with the Lincoln Peak Lodge development in 2005 and 2006 has
improved water quality conditions so that Class B biocriteria are being
met more frequently at more biomonitoring stations than previously
observed.

When the stations adjacent to the Sugarbush base area

development have not been in compliance with the Class B biocriteria,
density, richness and EPT are the parameters that have failed (pages 5, 8,
and 11, Appendix 5).
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Biomonitoring station BD‐3 is located in a forested area downstream of the
resort and the Sugarbush Access Road and has only met aquatic life
support criteria in 2004. Since 2000, the richness, EPT index, and/or the
Pinkham‐Pearson Coefficient of Similarity – Functional Groups (PPCS‐F)
parameters have failed to meet the biocriteria standards (with the
exception of 2004). The lack of compliance at station BD‐3 may be due to a
lag effect in which the water quality improvements in the resort area have
not yet been observed downstream in the macroinvertebrate community
associated with station BD‐3. Additionally, a stream assessment by VHBP
of Rice Brook in 2008 noted an excessive amount of sediment entering Rice
Brook below station BD‐2, but above station BD‐3 from the unnamed
tributary (see Photograph 22 on page 11 of Appendix 3).

This

accumulated sediment was most noticeable in the tributary but was also
documented in eddies in the main stem of Rice Brook in the vicinity of
station BD‐3. This sediment could be in part responsible of the lack of
biocriteria compliance at station BD‐3.

However, the percentage of

Oligochaeta is the parameter that is most affected by excessive fine
sediments, and this parameter has consistently complied with its
biocriteria threshold since 2000 (page 14, Appendix 5).

Biocriteria data from station BU‐5 indicate that Rice Brook has natural low
levels in density, richness, EPT and the PPCS‐FG parameters (page 2,
Appendix 5). BU‐5 is upstream of the Sugarbush Resort, and therefore
represents ambient conditions in Rice Brook. Since 1995, this station has
only met Class B biocriteria in 2001 and 2005. Besides the aforementioned
two years, the density, richness, EPT and/or PPCS‐FG parameters have
been the cause of the non‐compliance. The watershed setting could be
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responsible for low density and richness bio‐criteria values in Rice Brook.
Headwater systems often naturally have poor macroinvertebrate
productivity and richness due to low nutrients and food resources (Bode,
et al., 1996).

7.0

REMEDIATION STRATEGIES

Since 2003, numerous actions to address water quality impacts within the Clay Brook
and Rice Brook watersheds have been designed and implemented (see Tables 7 and 8).
The primary intent of these remediation measures has been to address the two principal
sources of impairment of aquatic life use of the streams: (1) to reduce the impacts of
sedimentation due to stormwater runoff from roads, ski trails, and other development
in both watersheds; and (2) to reduce the impacts of iron seeps from land disturbance
that has occurred primarily within the Clay Brook watershed.

In addition to these measures, this WQRP presents additional proposed remediation
measures that address both point and non‐point sources of pollutants that are affecting
the two streams. Furthermore, Sugarbush Resort plans to prepare a Best Management
Practice (BMP) document outlining a general strategy for maintaining and improving
stormwater facilities, roads and trails on the Resort, and on mountain activities.

7.1

Clay Brook Watershed

7.1.1

Existing

Past implementation of BMPs within the Clay Brook watershed have
involved construction of several stormwater management systems, re‐
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establishment of natural channel processes, and remediation of iron seeps
(see Table 7).

These remedial measures have resulted in overall

improvements to aquatic biota in Clay Brook.

Table 7: Past BMPs and Restoration Measures, Monitoring, and Observations in
Clay Brook Watershed
Year of
Measure
Improvement
Implementatio
n
Removal of in‐stream pond
Re‐establish natural channel
and restoration of stream
1998 ‐ 2000
processes
channel, floodplain
Lincoln Peak Base Area
Stormwater Management System
2004 ‐ 2005
Development
– Basins 1 and 7
Lincoln Peak Base Area
Iron Seep Remediation near
2004
Development
outfall of 72‐inch culvert
7.1.2

Proposed

Although there have been improvements to aquatic biota in Clay Brook,
Sugarbush Resort is committed to implementation of supplemental remediation
measures, on lands owned or controlled by the Resort, with the anticipation that
there will be continued improvement in aquatic habitat and attainment of
VWQS. Activities occurring on USFS land will be subject to their concurrence
prior to implementation.

In particular, proposed remediation measures will

involve the following measures: (corresponding locations (e.g., P‐1) can be found
on the Interim Conditions Map on page 1 of Appendix 1 and photographs are
provided in Appendix 3):
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1. Redirecting of runoff to divert clean flow around the vehicle maintenance
area (P‐1 and Photograph 1 on page 1 of Appendix 3)
2. Retrofitting of stone‐lined swales and other means of stabilized
conveyance of stormwater runoff associated with the vehicle maintenance
area (P‐2)
3. Stabilizing the eroded drainage swale within the Lincoln Peak Base Area
(P‐ 3 and Photograph 2 on page 1 of Appendix 3)
4. Remediating an iron seep located downslope of the vehicle maintenance
area (IS‐04 and Photograph 12 on page 6 of Appendix 3)
5. Remediating an iron seep located in Clay Brook immediately upstream of
the Lower Organ Grinder trail crossing (IS‐03 and Photograph 11 on page
6 of Appendix 3)
6. Stabilizing an undercut section of Clay Brook located immediately
downstream of a concrete weir (P‐4 and Photograph 19 on page 10 of
Appendix 3).

7.1.3

Future

Although it is anticipated that implementation improvements completed
to date will result in attainment of VWQS, Sugarbush Resort is committed
to the implementation of further measures on lands owned or controlled
by the Resort.

The specific measures to be implemented will be

determined based on project cost, capital availability, and logical
sequencing in the context of earth disturbance associated with other
projects. In particular, these future improvements may involve additional
roadside swale stabilization, iron seep remediation, and streambank
stabilization. While not the responsibility of Sugarbush Resort, there are
also opportunities for improved stormwater management within
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condominium development areas that are located on adjacent properties
(e.g., South Village development area, see photographs 4 through 7 on
pages 2 through 4 of Appendix 3).

7.2

Rice Brook Watershed

7.2.1

Existing

Past implementation of BMPs within the Rice Brook watershed have been
similar to those within Clay Brook watershed, involving implementation
of several stormwater management systems, re‐establishment of natural
channel processes, and remediation of iron seeps (see Table 8).

As

previously described, these remedial measures have resulted in overall
improvements to aquatic biota in Rice Brook.

Table 8: Past BMPs and Restoration Measures, Monitoring, and Observations
in Rice Brook Watershed
Year of
Measure
Improvement
Implementation
EPA Section 319
Stormwater Management
2003
Grant/Sugarbush Village
Retrofits – Phase I
EPA Section 319
Stormwater Management
2004/5
Grant/Sugarbush Village
Retrofits – Phase II
Lincoln Peak Base Area
Stormwater Management
2004/5
Development
System – Basins 3 and 4
Replacement/upgrade of
Town of Warren
2005
Sugarbush Access Road culvert
Lincoln Peak Base Area
Stormwater Management
2006
Development
System – Basins 5, 6, and 8
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Table 8: Past BMPs and Restoration Measures, Monitoring, and Observations
in Rice Brook Watershed
Year of
Measure
Improvement
Implementation
Lincoln Peak Base Area
Restoration of Hotel Brook
2006
Development
upper and lower segments
7.2.2

Proposed

Again, although there have been improvements to aquatic biota in Rice
Brook, Sugarbush Resort is committed to implementation of supplemental
remediation measures, on lands owned or controlled by the Resort, with
the anticipation that there will be continued improvement in aquatic
habitat and attainment of VWQS. Activities occurring on USFS land will
be subject to their concurrence prior to implementation. In particular,
proposed remediation measures will involve the following measures
(corresponding locations (e.g., P‐5) can be found on the Post‐Interim
Conditions map on page 2 of Appendix 1 and photographs are provided
in Appendix 3):

1. Addressing water quality impacts (iron seeps and sediment) at the
base of the Village double chairlift (P‐5)
2. Stabilizing the streambank within Rice Brook along the access road
to the Sugarbush Health and Racket Club (P‐6)
3. Retrofitting the parking lot behind the Sugarbush Health and
Racket Club with a sediment forebay (P‐7 and Photograph 23 on
page 12 of Appendix 3)
4. Stabilizing an eroded roadside swale along the driveway to the
Sugarbush Health and Racket Club (P‐8 and Photograph 8 on page
4 of Appendix 3)
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5. Remediating an iron seep located on the right bank at the
downstream end of the Hotel Brook Restoration area (IS‐05 and
Photograph 13 on page 7 of Appendix 3)
6. Remediating an iron seep located at the headwaters of Hotel Brook,
in the vicinity of the third tower of the Village Double chairlift (IS‐
07 and Photograph 15 on page 8 of Appendix 3)

Since only the lowest monitoring station (WQB‐3/ BD‐3) within Rice Brook
is not currently meeting standards while the remaining areas of the
watershed are attaining standards, the focus is being limited to
stabilization of roadside swales and iron seep remediation, with continued
monitoring to observe the trend that results from these additional
improvements.

7.2.3

Future

In addition to the measures described above, Sugarbush Resort is
reserving additional potential improvement areas if in the future VWQS
do not continue to improve as anticipated.

In particular, Sugarbush

Resort is committed to investigating potential reductions in sediment
washoff associated with the unnamed tributary to Rice Brook that is
located within the vicinity of the wastewater treatment plant (see
Photograph 22 on page 11 of Appendix 3).

Furthermore, Sugarbush

Resort will continue to implement stormwater management practices for
all new development, re‐development, and expansion that are in
compliance with the requirements of the VSMM.

8.0

SCHEDULE OF IMPLEMENTATION
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Implementation of Remedial Measures

Sugarbush Resort is committed to timely implementation of additional remedial
measures, with the first phase to occur during completion of the Lincoln Peak
base area to full build‐out.

Further implementation of measures (e.g., re‐

directing drainage in the vehicle maintenance yard) are anticipated to occur
during the 2009 and 2010 construction season (May through October). Further
measures, as described above, are planned to be implemented in concert with
earth disturbance associated with Phases 1b and 1c of the Lincoln Peak base area
redevelopment project.

8.2

Proposed Water Quality Targets

Attainment of VWQS will be judged by compliance with Class B aquatic biota
criteria for small high gradient streams, for a period of two consecutive years.
The specific criteria for each of the eight metrics are provided in Table 9.

Table 9: DEC Class B Biological Criteria
Metric

Value

Density
Richness
EPT
PMA‐O
BI
% Olig
EPT/EPT+C
PPCS‐FG

≥300
≥27
≥16
≥45
≤4.5
≤12
≥0.45
≥0.40
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Within the Rice Brook watershed, compliance with these metrics will be judged
at Stations BD‐2 and BD‐3. For Clay Brook, stations BIO 2.0 and BIO 2.1 will be
used. In each case, these stations are located downstream of all resort activities
and at the downstream end of the DEC designated impaired reach.

8.3

Water Quality Monitoring Plan

Following VT DEC protocols, aquatic biota sampling has been conducted by
VHBP for the last eight years (2000 through 2007) in the Rice Brook watershed
and the last three years (2005 through 2007) in the Clay Brook watershed.
Aquatic biota sampling has been conducted at Rice Brook stations BU‐5, BU‐1A,
BU‐1B, BD‐2, and BD‐3 as well as Clay Brook stations “Clay Iron‐Upstream” and
“Clay Iron‐Downstream”, as shown on Post‐Interim Conditions Map on page 2
of Appendix 1. Biomonitoring at stations BIO 2.0 and BIO 2.1, on Clay Brook,
was also performed in 2006 and 2007 for the Lincoln Peak Wastewater Indirect
Discharge Permit (IDP).

Section 8.3.1 provides a summary of water quality

monitoring stations.

8.3.1

Water Quality Monitoring Locations and Parameters

Specific locations of the described sites can be found on the Post‐Interim
Conditions Map on page 2 of Appendix 1. On Clay Brook, station Clay
Iron – Upstream is about 100 feet below the large culvert adjacent to the
upper parking area adjacent to the Gate House and recently constructed
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building A2/A3 (Clay Brook at Lincoln Peak). Clay Iron – Downstream is
100 feet upstream of the Inferno Road culvert.

These ʺiron seepʺ

monitoring stations are also utilized by the DEC as their biomonitoring
stations.

Station BIO 2.1 is located on Clay Brook at an elevation of

approximately 1,500 feet, and it is the upstream monitoring station for the
Lincoln Peak IDP.

Station BIO 2.0 is located at an elevation of

approximately 1,400 feet, and it is the downstream compliance monitoring
station for the Lincoln Peak IDP.

On Rice Brook, station BU‐5, the most upstream station, is located above
the former snowmaking pump station. Station BU‐1A is located above the
confluence of Rice Brook and Hotel Brook near the parking lot
sedimentation basin. Station BU‐1B is located below the confluence of
Rice Brook and Hotel Brook, but above the MWT leachfield. Station BD‐2
is located on Rice Brook below the MWT leachfield and the Sugarbush
Access Road culvert. Station BD‐3 is located above the confluence of Rice
Brook and Clay Brook, at a location approximately 1,000 feet downstream
of Sugarbush’s land holdings.

There

are

eight

biocriteria

parameters

calculated

from

the

macroinvertebrate composition for Class B aquatic life support.
Parameters measured include; density, richness, EPT index, Percent
Model Affinity of Orders (PMA‐O), Hilsenhoff Biotic Index, percent of
Oligochaeta, EPT and Chironomidae, and Pinkham‐Pearson Coefficient of
Similarity.

8.3.2

Water Quality Monitoring Schedule and Reporting
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As required by the indirect discharge permits (IDPs) (#9‐0013 and #9‐0260)
there is monthly water chemical sampling in both Rice Brook and Clay
Brook. The water quality annual reports are submitted to the VT DEC in
September for Clay Brook and in March for Rice Brook. As also required
by the IDPs, there is annual biomonitoring in both Rice and Clay Brook
occurring in August or September and the annual reports for each stream
are submitted in March. There is additional supplemental biomonitoring
in Rice Brook conducted during the winter months.

8.3.3

Meeting Water Quality Targets

With the recent improvements to in‐stream conditions and stormwater
management in Rice Brook and Clay Brook, it is very likely that water
quality and biomonitoring results will continue to improve. VHBP expects
the water quality targets to be met within a two to four year period, which
represents a reasonable time frame.

8.3.4

Water Quality Remediation Plan Revisions

Sugarbush is committed to revising their WQRP as necessary if the
current implementation strategy for improving quality standards proves
to be unsuccessful. Additional and/or revised monitoring activities may be
proposed for implementation, based on future observations. For example,
it might be advantageous to add a fifth biomonitoring site to Clay Brook.
Currently, there is no monitoring site upstream of the development area
and iron seeps, thus, there are no biomonitoring results that represent
background conditions in Clay Brook. This potential site could act
similarly to that of BU‐5, which indicates ambient macroinvertebrate
conditions in Rice Brook.
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Photograph1:Vehiclemaintenanceyardwithlargelyunmanaged
drainageofrunoffthroughareasofexposedsoil(P1).



Photograph2:MinorerosionofroadsideswalewithinLincolnPeak
BaseLodgearea,withrecentapplicationofstonetostabilize(P3).


PhotographstakenbyKristaReinhartofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph3:ErodingroadsideswalealongInfernoRoad.



Photograph4:Erodingdrainageswalelocated
withinSouthVillagedevelopmentarea.

PhotographstakenbyKristaReinhartofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph5:ErodedroadsideswalealongSouthVillageaccessroad.






Photograph6:Severelyerodeddrainageswaledrainingrunofffromimpervioussurfaceswithin
SouthVillagedevelopmentarea.

PhotographstakenbyKristaReinhartofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph7:Erodedswalewithstakedhaybaletoretainsediment
transportwithinSouthVillagedevelopmentarea.





Photograph8:Erodedroadsideswaleconveyingstormwaterrunofffrom
accessroadtoSugarbushHealthandRacketClubtoRiceBrook(P8).



PhotographstakenbyKristaReinhartofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph9:Moderatelyheavyironseep(IS01)inClayBrookjust
upstreamfrommonitoringstationBIO2.0.







Photograph10:Severeironseep(IS02)attheoutflowofthe72inchculvertinClayBrook.



PhotographstakenbyJacobRileyofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph11:Ironseep(IS03)upstreamoftheLowerOrganGrinder
crossingofClayBrook.







Photograph12:Ironseep(IS04)belowmaintenancefacilityintheClayBrookwatershed.



PhotographstakenbyJacobRileyofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph13:Ironseep(IS05)atthedownstreamendoftheHotelBrookRestorationarea.






Photograph14.Ironseep(IS06)fromthestormwateroutflowfrombasin8
withintheHotelBrookrestorationarea.




PhotographstakenbyJacobRileyofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph15:Heavyironseep(IS07)intheheadwatersofHotelBrook,
downslopeofVillageDoublechairlift.







Photograph16:Anironseep(IS08)inthetributarythatflowsonthe
downslopesideontheunbuiltlotalongVillageRoad.



PhotographstakenbyKristaReinhartandJacobRileyofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph17:TherecentmassfailureinClayBrookdownstreamofInfernoRoad.








Photograph18.UndersizedandperchedculvertunderInfernoRoadinClayBrook.



PhotographstakenbyJacobRileyofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph19:UndersizedculvertinClayBrookembeddedintheconcreteweir
projectswaterattheleftbankandhascausedanerodedundercutbank(P4).



Recently abandoned floodplain



Photograph20:ThisrecentlyabandonfloodplaininRiceBrookisan
indicatorofhistoricincision.



PhotographstakenbyJacobRileyofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph21:ChannelwideningadjustmentprocessinRiceBrook,as
illustratedbytheerodingbanksandcollapsingtreesinariffle.







Photograph22:Accumulatedsedimentspanningthechanneloftheunnamedtributary.
PhotographtakenjustupstreamoftheconfluencewithRiceBrook.



PhotographstakenbyJacobRileyofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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Photograph23:ParkinglotbehindSugarbushHealthandRacketClub,with
stormwaterrunoffthatisconveyedviaacatchbasinandunderground
culvertnetworkdirectlytoanunnamedtributarytoRiceBrook(P7).



PhotographtakenbyKristaReinhartofVHBPioneeronAugust14,2008.
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